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I’m Blooma. I love art, science, math, dancing, basketball, and roller 
skating, but my favorite activity is inventing new things… especially 
robots! And I’m super excited to tell you how I figured out the best 
way to train a robot.
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I’m the president of the Razzle-Dazzle Robot Club. We meet after 
school in a room we call the Lightning Lab, where we design and 
build robots. Our robots do hip-hop dance moves, escape from 
mazes, launch water balloons, and other interesting stuff. Once we 
hid a robot under a cardboard box and took it out on the schoolyard 
during recess. We freaked out some fifth graders by making the 
box move just slightly when they walked by it. People said it was the 
best prank ever.

One day, we were in the middle of building bug robots when our 
club advisor, Mariana, spoiled the fun. “Five o’clock: cleanup time,” 
she announced. Cleaning up was the only bad part of robot club. 
We all wanted to keep working on our robots. Suddenly, I had an 
idea: maybe we could do both at once. “Let’s make a robot that  
can clean for us. We can call it Clark—the Cleaning Robot!” The 
entire club wanted to help and everybody had ideas for building  
our new robot.
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The next afternoon, we started  
work on Clark. Step one was to  
visit my favorite spot: we call  
it the Twisted Treasure Closet.  
It’s filled with old machines  
like computers, phones,  
TVs, toasters, radios, fans,  
cameras, popcorn poppers,  
electric toothbrushes, and lots of  
motorized toys. Most of the machines 
don’t work anymore, so we just take them  
apart and use the motors, gears, and other 
parts for building new inventions.

My friends Tyler and Rada picked up something that looked like a 
giant hockey puck with wheels. “It’s an old robot vacuum cleaner,” 
said Tyler. “It drives around and sucks up dirt.”

“I saw one in a video,” said Rada: “Somebody’s cat was riding it.” We 
turned it on, and it still worked! We decided that old robot vacuum 
could become part of Clark. It would be the perfect way for Clark to 
move around.

We needed a way to control Clark, and Rada had an idea. She 
remembered that robot vacuums have computers and Wi-Fi 
connections. We went online and found a way to get the club’s 
laptop computer to send commands to the little computer inside 
Clark. After a few days of work, we got the robot vacuum to follow 
directions from the laptop computer. We could use the laptop to 
steer Clark around the workshop. The robot did a good job sucking 
up dust, but couldn’t pick up things like tools and trash. Clark needed 
a way to clear bigger stuff off the floor.
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“Okay, brainiacs: time for a club meeting!” I called. “Anybody have 
ideas for parts to help Clark pick things up?” People came up with 
all kinds of stuff: shovels, claws, scoops, suction cups, magnets, 
and even a laser zapper to blast trash into dust! I thought the laser 
zapper sounded really fun, but Tyler said Clark needed to put things 
away, not destroy them. Annoying, but I had to admit he was right. 
After comparing all the design ideas, we decided to try out the scoop 
idea first.

In the Twisted Treasure Closet, we found a dustpan that would work 
as a scoop. We also found an old toy truck you could drive with a 
remote control. We pulled out the motors so we could use them to 
power Clark’s arm. 

We built a robot arm with two motors. We bolted the scoop to the 
arm and then connected the whole thing to Clark. We used the 
remote control to make the scoop go up and down. The arm wasn’t 
easy to control, but after a while Tyler got the hang of it and taught 
us. He’s an ace at video games! 
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In our first experiment, we scattered some foam packing peanuts 
over the floor. We started up Clark and lowered the scoop. The 
scoop slid under the packing peanuts and picked them up easily. 
We put a box on one side of the room for Clark to dump the peanuts 
into. When Clark got near the box, I used the remote to slowly raise 
the scoop. The problem was that the peanuts didn’t fall out into the 
box, they just stayed in the scoop. I lowered the scoop and raised it 
up again, but it still didn’t work.

Then I tried raising the scoop really fast to get the peanuts to pop 
out of the scoop. They popped out all right. The packing peanuts 
went flying into the air!

It was just my luck that this was right when Mariana came over 
to see how we were doing with the testing. She got showered 
with packing peanuts! Awkward. It was pretty funny, though. 
Mariana didn’t get too mad.

Mariana reminded us that workshop cleanup doesn’t mean 
dumping everything into a box: each object needs to be put away 
in the right place. Tools go in the tool storage area, trash goes 
into the trash can, extra parts go into the closet. “Don’t worry,” 
I said. “We’ll work on a new design! And sorry about the packing 
peanuts. You’ve still got one more stuck in your hair, by the way.”
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So… the scoop wasn’t working out. Clark needed to be able to 
pick things up one by one and put each one in the right place. We 
started brainstorming different kinds of robot grippers. We drew 
lots of diagrams to design a motorized gripper, and then worked 
together to build it. 

To test the new gripper, we scattered some tools on the floor. Then 
we took turns driving Clark over to a tool and using the remote 
controls to make the gripper arm pick up the tool and put it away. 
Some tools were really easy to pick up, but Clark had a LOT of 
trouble picking up other tools.

We must have tried about 20 times to get Clark to pick up the 
hammer. It kept dropping before Clark could put it away. Then Tyler 
guided Clark to grab the head of the hammer in just the perfect 
spot so it could pick it up and put it on the tool bench. Finally!

Controlling Clark’s gripper was fun… for a while. After everybody 
had taken a turn at the controls, we still had tons of tools left to 
pick up. It was taking way too long, and we were working even 
harder than we did before when we cleaned up the Lightning Lab 
ourselves. Clark needed to step up and do more of the work. (Okay, 
Clark had wheels instead of legs, so Clark couldn’t step up exactly, 
but you know what I mean.)
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We did another brainstorming session thinking about what Clark 
would need  to clean up without us working the controls. We 
realized the computer could operate Clark’s motors on its own. 
But before Clark could pick up an object and put it away, the robot 
would need to find the object in the first place. Clark needed a way 
to see.

Rada was rummaging around the Twisted Treasure Closet when 
she yelled “Eureka!” She had found an old webcam that could send 
video to a computer. We attached the webcam to Clark and saw a 
video pop up on the club computer screen. The video showed the 
workshop floor. Rada bent down and wiggled her fingers in front 
of Clark, and we saw the wiggling fingers on our computer screen. 
The screen showed the world from Clark’s point of view. Clark could 
see!

Now it was time to do some coding. In the Razzle-Dazzle Robot 
Club, we’ve all gotten pretty good at coding, so we wrote some 
code giving Clark instructions on how to clean up. This is what 
we instructed Clark to do: Look at the floor with the webcam and 
find the objects on the floor. Drive over to an object and pick it up. 
Go to the tool storage area and put the object down in the correct 
spot. Find another object and do the same thing. Repeat until 
there’s nothing on the floor.

Sounds easy, right? Well, it wasn’t easy for Clark. Clark could find 
objects just fine, and would try to pick them up… but Clark kept 
dropping things. Clark was still a klutz!
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We thought maybe the problem was Clark’s gripper, so we 
experimented with different designs. We tested a suction cup 
gripper and grippers with two jaws, three jaws, and four jaws. We 
even tried a gripper shaped like a human hand. Each design picked 
up some stuff, but dropped other stuff. Some grippers were better 
at picking up round things, and others were better at picking up 
squishy things. No gripper was perfect at picking up everything.

No matter how much training we did, Clark didn’t seem to be 
getting better at cleaning up. For example, you know that hammer 
that had to be picked up just the right way or it would drop? Clark 
usually picked it up eventually, when the gripper finally happened to 
close the right way.

Still, the next day, Clark would go right back to trying to pick up 
the hammer the wrong way again. “Silly robot! When will you ever 
learn?” said Tyler.

“AHA!” That gave me an idea. Maybe the problem wasn’t the 
gripper, but the coding in Clark’s robot brain. Clark needed to be 
able to learn how to pick things up. Tyler went online and searched 
ROBOT LEARNING. A bunch of stuff popped up on the screen, but 
one thing on the list caught my eye—a robot lab at the university 
in our town. In their lab, Professor Mason and his students were 
investigating how to get robots to pick things up, just like we were! 
I could hardly believe it. We told Mariana about it, and she set up a 
field trip for us to go and visit Professor Mason’s lab. 
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Walking into Professor Mason’s lab was amazing. It was the Lightning 
Lab in overdrive! I counted eight different robots around the room. 
Everywhere, robot arms were reaching for things. While he was 
showing us around, Professor Mason told us about robot learning.

“Robots usually do only what people tell them to do,” Professor 
Mason said. “They just follow instructions. But in the last few 
years researchers are starting to build robots that can learn from 
experience, like Dexter over here. We call it deep learning.”

Professor Mason brought us over to a robot with a pair of robot 
arms. “Want to try it out?” he asked me, pointing to my special 
plastic keychain shaped like a shark. I dropped it in front of 
Dexter’s robot arms, and one of the robot arms reached right 
down and picked it up. Wow! 
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I was starting to understand. “It’s like Dexter dreamed about picking 
up lots of different things, and that’s how it learned!”

“Exactly!” said Professor Mason. “That’s how this robot learned to 
pick up objects of almost any shape.”

“Even a hammer?” asked Tyler. We explained all about Clark the 
Cleaning Robot, and how much trouble it was having picking up our 
hammer. Professor Mason and his students dug out some tools in 
different shapes, and we did some experiments with them. Dexter 
picked up some tools but dropped others. Professor Mason and his 
students got really interested in this challenge and said they would 
help us.

“Dexter has never picked up a shark-shaped object like this one 
before,” said Professor Mason, “and we didn’t code Dexter for this 
object. Instead, we wrote code that gave Dexter the ability to learn. 
Dexter can pick up new things because it has practiced the best 
ways to pick up millions of objects with different shapes.”

“It must have taken forever to get Dexter to do all that practicing,”  
I said, thinking of Clark.

Professor Mason replied, “Great point! Actually, the practicing went 
really fast because all of it was simulated on a computer.”
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For days, the Razzle-Dazzle Robot Club was trying to guess how 
Professor Gold and his students were going to help us. “Maybe 
they’ll send Dexter over to teach Clark a few tricks,” Rada joked. 
A week later, we got an email from Professor Mason with a file 
attached. In the email, he explained that the file had code in it to 
help Clark start learning from practice. We couldn’t wait to try it!

We installed the new code on Clark. Then we put some tools on 
the floor and started Clark up. Clark moved toward a hammer and 
started reaching for it, but Clark was reaching for the middle of 
the hammer again. I carefully guided Clark’s gripper up high near 
the head of the hammer, so that it wouldn’t drop. We took turns 
showing Clark the best way to pick up the tools. Then Clark started 
experimenting on its own!

“Five o’clock, clean up time!” said Mariana. There were still some 
tools on the floor. We begged Mariana to let us keep working with 
Clark. We watched as Clark taught itself how to pick the tools up. 
When Clark finally picked up the hammer without dropping it, we 
cheered and gave each other high-fives! Soon the floor was clean.

From now on, Clark would help us keep the Lightning Lab clean.  
We were learning about Clark, and Clark was learning about us.  
So what’s the best way to train a robot? Teach it to train itself!
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Glossary
code: instructions that tell a computer how to do something

coding: writing instructions for a computer

deep learning: a new approach to artificial intelligence in which 
millions of numbers in a network are tuned to match the examples 
that are given

design: (noun) something new made to solve a problem
(verb) to try to make something new that solves a problem 

diagram: an illustration that shows how something works or what 
its parts are

remote control: a controller that can send signals to a machine 
and tell it what to do

simulated: recreated inside a computer
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Can robots learn?
Blooma and her friends in the 
Razzle-Dazzle Robot Club hope 
so. They build a robot and 
try to train it to clean up their 
workshop, but that turns out to 
be harder than it sounds. Will 
Clark the Cleaning Robot ever 
learn to clean up?
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